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Abstract

We investigate the rate-dependent compressive failure and fragmentation of a hot-

pressed boron carbide, under both uniaxial and confined biaxial compression, using

quantitative fragment analysis coupled with quantitative microstructural analysis. Two

distinct fragmentation regimes are observed, one of which appears to be more sensitive

to the microstructural length scales in the material, while the second is more sensitive

to the structural character and boundary conditions of the compressed sample. The first

regime, which we refer to as “microstructure-dependent,” appears to be associated with

smaller fragments arising from the coalescence of fractures initiating from graphitic in-

clusions. This regime appears to become more dominant as the strain rate is increased

and as the stress-state becomes more confined. The second regime generates larger

fragments with the resulting fragment size distribution dependent on the specific struc-

tural mechanisms that are activated during macroscopic failure (e.g., buckling of local

columns developed during the compression). The average fragment size in the latter

regime appears to be reasonably predicted by current fragmentation models. This im-

proved understanding of the effects of microstructure and confinement on fragmentation

then provides new insights into prior ballistic studies involving boron carbide.
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1. Introduction1

The design of the next generation of light-weight and high-strength advanced ceram-2

ics (e.g., hot-pressed silicon carbide [1, 2], aluminum nitride [3], titanium diboride [4])3

used in shielding applications requires an improved understanding of their unique dy-4

namic behaviors. In particular, additional insight is needed on the failure and fragmen-5

tation mechanisms that exist for high-rate loading conditions under well-defined stress-6

states (e.g., compression, confinement). Further, connecting these failure mechanisms7

to the microstructural features will provide insight into the factors that control ceramic8

performance. In this paper, we investigate the link between the microstructure and the9

failure and fragmentation of hot-pressed boron carbide in uniaxial and biaxial confined10

compression.11

Failure mechanisms generally are stress-state and strain-rate dependent [3], and an12

understanding of such mechanisms can provide insight into the design of new and im-13

proved ceramic systems. For example, Chen et al. [5] used the appearance of nanoscale14

intragranular amorphization in ballistic studies to explain the observed decrease in the15

apparent strength of boron carbide beyond a critical impact velocity. Both experiments16

and models have shown that the defect distributions have strong effects on the dynamic17

failure of brittle materials (e.g., [6–8]). Early ballistic studies by Wilkins et al. [9]18

noted changes in ballistic performance for changes in ceramic microstructures. Swab et19

al. [10] observed changes in damage and fracture behavior with varying microstructure20

in silicon carbide. A separate study by Bakas et al. [2] on a hot-pressed silicon carbide21

linked carbonaceous defects to failure during ballistic loading.22
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In this paper, we seek to understand the link between carbonaceous defects and23

the dynamic failure and fragmentation processes in a hot-pressed boron carbide. The24

fragmentation of ceramics is an effective process for dissipating impact energy in ce-25

ramic armor applications. Moreover, fragmentation may lead to erosion of the projec-26

tile [11, 12], and resistance to comminution has been identified as an important factor27

affecting ballistic performance [13].28

Much of our understanding of the dynamic fragmentation of brittle materials has29

been centred around predicting average fragment sizes and the associated distribution30

of sizes. The bulk of this work has been done for tensile stress-states. Mott [14, 15]31

pioneered early studies on fragmentation. He considered the origin of fracture sites32

within an idealized cylinder and the propagation of tensile release waves away from33

these fracture sites. Mott’s [14, 15] work is summarized in the book by Grady [16].34

In Grady’s [17] energy-based fragmentation theory, the kinetic energy of expansion35

is compared with the energy required to create new fragment surfaces. Grady’s ana-36

lytical model predicts that the average fragment size would decrease with increasing37

strain rate to the power of 2/3. Experimental results of fragmentation of brittle ma-38

terials have shown this model over-estimates the average fragment size by orders of39

magnitude at intermediate strain rates [18]. Glenn and Chudnovsky [19] extended the40

work of Grady [17] to include the elastic strain energy contribution, which is impor-41

tant at low strain-rates. They predicted a quasi-static average fragment size that is in-42

dependent of strain rate for low and intermediate strain rates, but does coincide with43

Grady’s 2/3 power at high rates. More recently, Zhou et al. [20, 21] (ZMR) and Levy44

and Molinari [22] (LM) developed average fragment size predictions by simulating the45

fragmentation of expanding brittle rings. In their models, the evolution of the residual46

damage was accounted for, as well as the wave reflections and interactions that may47
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either suppress or activate crack growth. Experimental fragmentation results derived48

from impacts on rock have shown to be reasonably well described by the ZMR and LM49

predictions [18, 23]. However, we note that limited experimental measurements exist,50

especially at very high rates.51

In this paper, we explore the relationships between processing-induced defects and52

the fragmentation of boron carbide during uniaxial unconfined and bi-axial confined53

compression. Methods are introduced to quantify flaw and fragment size distribu-54

tions, and dominant flaw types are identified. Our measurements allow us to link the55

mesoscale failure mechanisms, the defect distributions, and the fragmentation distribu-56

tions. The understanding gained from linking the microstructure and fragmentation are57

used to provide insights into the ballistic performance of boron carbide from a recent58

paper by Sano et al. [24].59

2. Experimental Methods60

Quasi-static and dynamic uniaxial and bi-axial confined compression experiments61

were performed on a hot-pressed boron carbide from Coorstek (Vista, California), with62

a Young’s modulus of 430 GPa, a density of 2,490 kg/m3 and Poisson ratio of 0.16.63

These measurements are provided by the manufacturer and have been confirmed by us.64

Cuboidal specimens were used (5.3 mm in length, 3.5 mm in width and 4.0 mm in65

height). Quasi-static experiments were performed using an MTS servo-hydraulic test66

machine with a controlled displacement rate at a nominal strain rate of 10−3 s−1. The67

dynamic compression experiments were performed using a Kolsky bar apparatus for68

rates between 200 and 500 s−1. This is the same Kolsky bar setup as Kimberley et69

al. [25] and a schematic is shown in Figure 1. The Kolsky bar setup consists of a striker70

projectile, and incident and transmitted bars, each made of C-350 maraging steel with71
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a density of 8,100 kg/m3 and Young’s modulus of 200 GPa. The bars had a common72

diameter of 12.7 mm, and the incident and transmission bars were 1,220 and 1,060 mm73

in length, respectively. In a Kolsky bar experiment, the striker projectile impacts the74

incident bar and an elastic wave (stress pulse) is generated (left in Figure 1). Pulse75

shappers may be placed between the bar and the projectile in order to obtain a spe-76

cific shape of the stress pulse. In our experiment, an annealed copper and graphite pulse77

shapers were used to impose a triangular loading pulse on the sample. After the pulse78

is shapped, it propagates down the incident bar and the magnitude of its strain (ϵi) is79

recorded over time by strain gauge 1. Here, the subsript i denote indicident. The wave80

then passes through the sample, and this loads the sample until failure (”sample” labeled81

in Figure 1, with an inset image highlighted in the red rectangle). A set of impedance-82

matched platens were placed between the sample and end faces of the input and output83

bars to prevent sample indentation. Each platen (diameter: 12.7 mm, thickness: 5.0 mm)84

consisted of a tungsten carbide disk that had been confined by a heat-shrunk Ti6Al4V85

collar. High-vacuum grease was applied on the curved contacting surfaces to minimize86

friction. After passing through the sample, the magnitude of pulse is recorded by strain87

gauge 3 (ϵT ), while some of the wave is reflected from the sample and measured by88

strain gauge 2 (ϵR). Here the subsripts T transmitted, and R refeclected. The stress in the89

sample is then calculated as:90

σ =
Ab

As
EbϵT (1)

where Ab and As is the cross-sectional area of the bar and specimen, respectively, and91

Eb is the Young’s modulus of the bar.92

In addition to uniaxial compression, experiments are also performed in bi-axial com-93

pression. An inset of the bi-axial confinement schematic is also shown Figure 1 (right).94
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Rigid confinement is applied vertically, the material is loaded horizontally, and the mate-95

rial is allowed to expand in the other direction. Additional details about the experimental96

design for the bi-axial confinement apparatus is described in Paliwal et al [6]. In the97

present experiments, the static confining pressures used were 300 MPa and 500 MPa.98

A Kirana Ultra High-Speed Camera operating at 2 Mfps with a 500 ns exposure time99

captured time-resolved failure and fragmentation processes for the uniaxial dynamic100

compression experiments. A Shimadzu high-speed camera operating at 5 Mfps with a101

100 ns exposure time captured sample failure during bi-axial confinement experiments.102

Output pulses from the cameras were used to synchronize the camera images with the103

stress-time history recorded by the strain gauge on the transmitted bar. Camera and104

strain gage pulses are recorded using the same data acquisition system. Synchroniza-105

tion is done by time-shifting the transmitted strain gage pulse to the sample location by106

knowing the distance between the sample and the strain gage, and the speed of sound in107

the bar. The strain gage signal and individual output pulses for each camera frame are108

then synched. Following the experiments, a Zeiss optical microscope with an AxioCam109

MRC camera was used to image the fragments, and features inside of the fragments110

(once they were mounted in resin and systematically polished).111

3. Experimental Results112

In this section, we describe the observed characteristic features in the microstruc-113

ture and the fragmentation of boron carbide. The different types of microstructural114

features (e.g., flaws and inclusions) are introduced, the key types of defects governing115

failure are identified, and methods for quantifying statistics (e.g., spacing) are presented.116

Mesoscale (> grain size) failure mechanisms developed under uniaxial and biaxial com-117

pression are then examined. Lastly, the measured fragmentation distributions are pre-118
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sented and compared to characteristic length scales of the microstructural features.119

3.1. Microstructure of Hot-Pressed Boron Carbide120

The major microstructural features in the hot-pressed boron carbide material are121

shown in the optical microscope image in Figure 2a. The hot-pressing direction is verti-122

cal in this image. Elongated inclusions are observed which are graphitic in composition,123

confirmed with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) measurements. Examination of124

other sections shows that these elongated graphite particles are in-fact disk-like in three-125

dimensions. Also highlighted in Figure 2a are smaller and more circular features. These126

are primarily comprised of smaller graphitic inclusions, with even smaller features con-127

sisting of cavities/pores (both confirmed with scanning electron microscopy). Bright128

phases are also noted in Figure 2a, which are primarily comprised of aluminum nitride129

(AlN) (confirmed with EDS and transmission electron microscopy). These aluminum130

nitride inclusions are faceted structures, and are between 1 and 20 µm in size. Addi-131

tional and rare phases include boron nitride (BN), which are generally too small to be132

identifiable at this scale (which we define as mesoscale).133

Images of the microstructure are converted to grayscale (not shown), which still134

show the graphite defects as dark features, and the AlN inclusions as bright features.135

Next, we use image processing tools in Matlab to convert the grayscale optical micro-136

scope images to monochrome using thresholding. A sample black and white image137

after thresholding is shown in Figure 2b. Image processing techniques are applied to138

the monochrome images to determine feature of the white features, including: particle139

sizes (by fitting an ellipse to each particle and measuring major and minor axis dimen-140

sions), orientation (direction of major axis of the fitted ellipse), and particle centroids.141

Centroids are used to determine the spacing between adjacent features. We also match142
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the pixel values of the white features to those values in the greyscale image, and this143

allows us to get an average pixel greyscale color intensity. We associate high greyscale144

color intensity with the AlN/BN phases, and this allows us to isolate those defect types145

from the total population. We set a threshold conditions for the aspect ratio of the major146

and minor axes as 2.5 for distinguishing between the spherical graphitic features and the147

graphitic disks. Classifying defect types allows the defect density (#/m2) and spacing148

(ℓn) to be computed. Defect statistics are obtained for a total of 350 distinct images at a149

magnification of 100x. This image analysis process is schematically shown in Figure 3.150

In this study, we are particularly interested in the spacing between the graphite disks151

as this will be linked later with fragment size distributions. Fragment sizes are also152

computed using similar methods to those shown in Figure 2.153

3.2. Failure Mechanisms During Dynamic Loading154

A typical stress-time history curve (on the left) with time-resolved high-speed video155

images (on the right) for the uniaxial dynamic compression experiment is shown in156

Figure 4. The stress-time plot is generated during a Kolsky bar experiment. The peak157

stress is 3.90 GPa (i.e., this is called the compressive strength) and the corresponding158

failure image is shown in t2. A total of six images (t1 to t6) are used to highlight the159

failure modes (right) and these are selected for 2 µs intervals. The loading direction160

is horizontal in the video images. The stress rate, σ̇, is 200 MPa/µs (determined as161

the slope of stress-time plot between 10 and 90 % of the peak stress). For reference,162

the linear approximation used to calculate the stress rate is shown as the dashed line.163

The corresponding strain rate, ϵ̇, is estimated by dividing the stress rate by the Young’s164

modulus. In the example shown in Figure 4, the strain rate is estimated as 465 s−1.165

At time t1 (prior to peak stress), there is a visible axial crack that has propagated166
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fully across the sample. This fracture does not appear to initiate from the corners of167

the sample and is oriented in the direction of maximum compression [26]. Additional168

fractures are not visible on this surface at the time (t2) of the peak stress. After the peak169

stress is reached, the total damage continues to grow to dissipate the strain energy, while170

the stress in the material decreases. Edge failure at the top right corner is observed at t3,171

although no additional axial cracks are visible. At t4, 4 µs after peak stress, the damage172

has propagated from right to left from the initial failure area in the image at t3. Trans-173

verse cracks perpendicular to the compressive loading direction are also observed at t4.174

Transverse cracks are believed to occur as a result of the buckling of the columns [27]175

formed from the spanwise propagation of the axial cracks at earlier times. At later times176

(t5 and t6), additional axial and transverse cracks rapidly develop across the sample,177

these cracks coalesce, and the stress in the material collapses. The coalescence of axial178

and transverse cracks appears to result in the generation of fragments that are between179

830 and 1,600 µm in size at time t6. Measurements of velocity of the axial cracks range180

from approximately 1,800 to 2,400 m/s (ten total measurements across multiple tests)181

with an average of 2,000 ± 300 m/s.182

As a counterpoint, we present the stress-time history and associated time-resolved183

mesoscale failure modes in the dynamic bi-axial confined compression of boron carbide184

(Figure 5). In the time resolved images, the confining stress is applied in the vertical di-185

rection, along the top and bottom of the cuboidal specimen (confinement platens labeled186

in t5). Note that the dynamic loading is again along the horizontal in the images. In this187

experiment, the confining pressure is 300 MPa, the observed peak stress is 4.20 GPa,188

and the stress rate is 175 MPa/µs. Prior to peak stress, there are no visible cracks at t1189

despite the stress levels here of 4.0 GPa being larger than the peak stress for the uniaxial190

compression case in Figure 4. At the time of the peak stress (t2), we begin to observe191
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cracking (arrows) at the right side of the sample. At time t3, 2 µs after peak stress, the192

failure is observed to primarily grow from right to the left, while some of the failure has193

propagated downward. Prior to peak stress (t2), there is little fracturing that is visible194

on the imaged face of the specimen. Post-peak stress, the failure propagates across the195

sample from right to left. In the bi-axial confined case, initial fractures are observed to196

propagate perpendicular to dynamic the loading direction (t4), in contrast to the uniaxial197

compression case, where the initial cracks are along the loading direction. As damage198

further develops to the right at t4, the stress continues to relax (now 3.80 GPa). Now199

visible at t4 are multiple cracks that span across the sample in a direction perpendicular200

to the loading direction, spaced approximately 200 to 500 µm apart. There are more201

spanning cracks in the bi-axial confined case than in the uniaxial compression case,202

possibly a result of the additional strain energy in the bi-axial confined case. At later203

time (t5 and t6), the damage continues to propagate to the right at a speed of approxi-204

mately 510 ± 130 m/s (taken for multiple tests with minimum of 300 m/s and maximum205

800 m/s). The columns formed from the spanning perpendicular fractures have buckled206

and the stress curve continues to collapse. There are many more buckling fractures in207

bi-axial compression than in the uniaxial compression case. This should lead to smaller208

observed fragments than in the uniaxial compression case. In the next section, we link209

the buckling mechanisms to measurements of the fragmentation size distributions.210

3.3. Brittle Fragmentation211

In this subsection, the resulting boron carbide fragment size distributions are exam-212

ined. Images of a collection of fragments are taken, converted to grayscale, and then213

thresholding is used to convert the images to monochrome, where fragments appear as214

white features in the images. Image processing in Matlab is used to determine their size215
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(ℓ), projected area (A) and perimeter (P). Shown in Figure 6 are the empirical cumu-216

lative distributions of the fragment major axis size derived during quasi-static (strain217

rate of 10−3 s−1) and dynamic (strain rate of 400 s−1) uniaxial and bi-axial compression.218

The confining pressure for the bi-axial experiments is 500 MPa. Note that some uncer-219

tainty exists for fragments <30 µm as these may lost during collection and imaging. If220

the probability distribution of fragment sizes is g(x̄), then the cumulative distribution221

function is given as:222

G(x) =
∫ x

0
g(x̄)dx̄ (2)

The fragment size data set is a discrete set of n fragments with sizes ℓi (i=1...n). Ordering223

this data in terms of increasing fragment size, and assigning a probability of 1/n to each224

fragment, we compute the empirical cumulative distribution function, or eCDF, as the225

sum of these probabilities.226

Ge(ℓ) =
1
n

∑n

i=1
I(ℓi≤ ℓ) (3)

where the indicator function I has a value of 1 if ℓi≤ℓ and 0 otherwise. The eCDF227

approximates the CDF when the number of fragments is large. In our case n>1,500,228

and so the eCDF is a useful measure.229

We begin by discussing the quasi-static uniaxial compression experiment (thin solid230

blue curvse in Figure 6). Most of the fragments are between 10 µm and 1 mm in size,231

and the eCDF shows a bump (and an inflection) at just under 100 µm. We believe this232

suggests that two different fragmentation mechanisms may be present. Since the eCDF233

represents the relative frequency, we see that about 30 % of the fragments generated by234

quasi-static uniaxial compression are less than 100 µm in size. The eCDF associated235

with the fragments generated under dynamic uniaxial compression are shown in Fig-236

ure 6 using the dashed thin blue curve. The curve is shifted to the left compared to the237
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quasistatic uniaxial compression case (solid thin blue line), demonstrating that the high238

strain-rate experiment generally produces smaller fragments. Note that the bump at just239

under 100 µm in size persists, and we see that about 40 % of the fragments generated by240

dynamic uniaxial compression are less than 100 µm in size. We divide the distributions241

in Figure 6 by fragment size at a size of 100 µm, with the domain ℓi<100 µm called242

fragmentation Regime I, and that with ℓi>100 µm called Regime II. Regime I comprises243

30 % of the total population at rate of 10−3 s−1 and 40 % at a rate of 400 s−1.244

When the material is bi-axially confined at 500 MPa (solid and dashed thick red245

curves in Figure 6), the eCDFs are generally to the left of the corresponding uniaxial246

compression curves, and, again, the dynamic eCDF is to the left of the quasistatic eCDF.247

There is also an increase in the total number of fragments < 100 µm in size. We also248

note here that the failure mode and fragmentation features are similar between the dy-249

namic 300 MPa case shown in the high-speed video images (Figure 5), and the dynamic250

case confined at 500 MPa shown here. For biaxial confinement, Regime I comprises251

55 % of the total population at rate of 10−3 s−1 and 64 % at a rate of 400 s−1.252

Why are there two regimes in the fragmentation curves? To understand this, we also253

present the eCDF of the graphitic disk spacing as the green curve in Figure 6. Very254

nearly all of the disks are less than 100 µm apart, suggesting that Regime I fragments255

may be related to the spacings between adjacent graphitic disks. Further evidence of the256

importance of the graphite disks in fragmentation processes is shown in Figure 7. Frac-257

ture initiation and propagation behaviors inside of fragments are examined in the optical258

microscope image in Figure 7. This fragment was generated during a dynamic uniaxial259

compression experiment at a strain rate of 400 s−1. Fragments were collected follow-260

ing experiments, mounted in resin, and systematically polished to a sub-micron finish261

to allow internal features to be examined. Elongated graphitic particles are observed262
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to be intersecting the curved fracture surface. These particles are in-fact disk-like in263

three-dimensions and we believe that fracture is initiated from these defects. Fractures264

initiated from the disks are believed to coalesce with fractures from other disks, and265

for this reason, there is an inherent relationship between the disk spacing and Regime I266

fragment sizes. Image from the bi-axial experiments show similar evidence.267

The connection between disk spacing and fragment sizes is best seen by compar-268

ing the defect spacing and fragment distributions in a quantile-quantile plot as shown269

in Figure 8. A quantile-quantile (QQ) plot is a graphical method for comparing two270

distributions. Quantiles of the two distributions are plotted against each other; if the271

distributions are similar, the points will lie on a line. Quantiles are points taken at reg-272

ular intervals from the cumulative distribution function of a random variable. Consider273

two ordered sets of data (in this case, disk spacing data and fragment size data):274

x(1), x(2), ...x(m) (4)

and275

y(1), y(2), ...y(n) (5)

where m≤n, and with probability distribution functions of g(x) and f (y). The corre-276

sponding cumulative distribution functions (CDF) are G(x) and F(y). Quantiles divide277

the ordered sets in terms of the CDF into equal subsets. For example, the 2-quantile (q2)278

is called the median and it divides the set into 2 equal parts. The corresponding median279

values occurs when G(x) or F(y)=1/2. The 4-quantiles (q4) are called quartiles and q4280

divides the ordered population into 4 equal parts. The 100-quantile (q100) are called281

percentiles. Generally, there exists an x or y such that G(x) or F(y)=qn. This allows us282

to compare x and y values in their respective units. For example, in Figure 8 the actual283
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quantile level is not plotted, instead both axes are measured in their respective data sets.284

However, for a given (x,y) on the q-q plot, the quantile level is the same for both points.285

If the data sets have the same size, the q-q plot is essentially a plot of sorted data set 1286

against sorted data set 2. If the data sets are not of equal size, which is the case here, the287

quantiles are selected to correspond to the sorted values from the smaller data set and288

then the quantiles for the larger data set are interpolated (linearly in this case). Lastly,289

to help the visualization, we include a red dashed reference line Figure 8 between the290

first and third quartiles and extend the curve to cover the range of data. In Figure 8, we291

only consider the subset of fragment sizes < 100 µm. The agreement between the frag-292

ment size data (blue line) and the graphite disk spacing (red line) suggests that the two293

distributions are similar up to 70 µm, indicating a relationship between defect spacing294

and fragment size in Regime I.295

Additional insight into the two fragmentation regimes is obtained by plotting the296

fragment circularity against the major axis size in Figure 9a for dynamic uniaxial com-297

pression and Figure 9b for dynamic bi-axial compression. The circularity, Φ, is defined298

as:299

Φ =
r1
r2
=

√
A/π

P/2π
=

2
√
πA

P
(6)

where r1 is the equivalent radius of a fragment determined from a fragment projected300

area (A), and r2 is the equivalent radius of a fragment determined from its perimeter301

(P). For the case of a circle, the circularity is equal to 1. For the case of a rectangle, the302

circularity is equal to:303

Φrect =

√
πα

1 + α
(7)

where α is the aspect ratio of the rectangle. We note that the data with Φ>1 typically304

arises from pixelation errors in the optical imaging process for small fragments. Con-305
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sider first the uniaxial compression case (Figure 9a). The two fragmentation regimes306

can be more clearly defined in this figure, where the clumping is apparent.Regime I307

has a circularity between approximately 0.6 and 1.2 and fragment sizes <70 µm. This308

regime is believed to be associated with the coalescence of fracture initiated from the309

graphite disk particles for the reasons articulated earlier. We refer to this fragmenta-310

tion mechanism as microstructure-controlled. Regime II has a circularity between 0.6311

and 0.9 and fragments size >100 µm. Fragmentation Regime II is believed to be com-312

prised of larger fragments formed from the buckling mechanism described by Ashby313

and Hallam [27]. The fragments measured appear to be of similar size as those larger314

fragments observed in Figures 4 and 5 that formed from the intersection of axial and315

transverse cracks (i.e., structural failure process). We hypothesize that this fragmen-316

tation mechanism is structure-controlled, in that their sizes are determined by which317

macroscopic failure modes are available, which in turn is related to structural geometry318

and boundary conditions. Additional consideration is given to structural fragmentation319

in the discussion that follows. Finally, the dynamic bi-axially confined experiment at a320

strain rate of 400 s−1 is shown in Figure 9b. Here, 64 % of fragments are contained in321

the microstructure-dependent Regime I.322

4. Discussion323

In this section, the quantification of the microstructural defect features and the frag-324

mentation results are coupled with our current understanding of the compressive failure325

of brittle materials. We use this improved understanding to provide new insights into326

the ballistic response of boron carbide.327
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4.1. Compressive Brittle Failure328

The wing-crack mechanism is typically used to describe the compressive failure329

of brittle materials [26]. In this mechanism, tension cracks are nucleated at the tip of330

individual inclined flaws (modelled as slit flaws) and grow to maximize the mode I stress331

intensity factor [28].332

As the compressive loading proceeds, cracks will continue to grow until a critical333

rate of damage is achieved [29]. At this point the peak stress (i.e., compressive strength)334

is reached, the material begins to lose its load-carrying capacity, and massive failure335

ensues. During failure, the damage rate increases rapidly as more cracks are nucleated,336

crack coalescence occurs, the stress curve collapses and structuralization follows (i.e.,337

the onset of fragmentation).338

This study focuses on mesoscale structural failure mechanisms in dynamic uniaxial339

and bi-axial dynamic compression. In the uniaxial compression case, surface-breaking340

axial cracks growing along the direction of maximum compression (i.e., in the loading341

direction) were observed prior to the development of the peak stress. Additional frac-342

tures were not visible on the surface at peak stress. It has been suggested that it is the343

rate of damage growth that determines the peak stress [29], rather than the spanwise344

propagation of a single axial crack and this is consistent with our observations. The ax-345

ial crack velocities in this boron carbide material are observed to be, on average, 2,000 ±346

300 m/s, which is 23 % of the shear wave speed (estimated as
√

E/2(1 + ν)ρ= 8.4 km/s.347

The axial splitting mode of compressive brittle failure is well-known [12, 26, 30, 31]. At348

later times, the columnar structures formed by the axial cracks fail by buckling, causing349

transverse cracking (e.g., time t4 in Figure 4). Consequently, the stress in the material350

collapses. The coalescence of transverse and axial cracks is believed to form the larger351

fragments.352
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In the bi-axial cases, there are no visible surface cracks prior to the peak stress de-353

spite having stress levels in the material greater than the uniaxial compression peak354

strength. The ability of the material to absorb additional stress prior to failure is gen-355

erally believed to primarily be a result of the confinement, although the variability of356

the microstructure between samples may also contribute to the observed increase in357

strength. In this particular case, no surface cracks are observed at peak stress in bi-axial358

compression. As failure proceeds, fractures become visible and these grow perpendicu-359

lar to the dynamic loading direction (also perpendicular to the axial crack growth in the360

uniaxial compression case), damage proceeds across the sample, and the stress pulse361

collapses. There are more “buckling” fractures than in the uniaxial compression case362

and this leads to smaller fragments.363

4.2. Fragmentation364

In this boron carbide material, two distinct fragmentation mechanisms were ob-365

served in Figure 6 as a result of compressive failure:366

1. Regime I. circularity between 0.6 and 1.2 and fragment sizes <70 µm. This region367

appears to be “microstructure-dependent” (Figure 9b).368

2. Regime II. circularity between 0.6 and 0.9 and fragment sizes >100 µm. This369

region is believed to be “structure-dependent” as outlined in the subsequent sub-370

sections.371

Minimal fragmentation was observed between 70 and 100 µm. We attribute the dif-372

ferences in circularity to pixelation of smaller fragments and, therefore, do not focus373

additional attention on discussing fragment circularity differences. Instead, we explore374

both regimes by considering the distinct differences in their sizes.375
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4.2.1. “Microstructure-Dependent” Fragmentation376

Regime I fragmentation appears to correlate with the spacing between adjacent377

graphitic disks (Figure 8). In this fragmentation mechanism, we hypothesize that frac-378

tures that are initiated from the graphitic disks through the wing-crack mechanism coa-379

lesce with each other to form these smaller fragments. This fragmentation mechanism380

becomes more important (as shown in Figure 6) as the strain rate is increased and the381

stress-state becomes increasingly confined, representing 64 % of the total fragment pop-382

ulation for the bi-axially confined case at a rate of 400 s−1. Previous investigations [6–8]383

have suggested that increasing the rates of loading can interrogate increasingly smaller384

length scales in a brittle ceramic. It is possible, therefore, that other features in the mi-385

crostructure may activated and dominate behavior under more extreme conditions than386

those studied here. Stated more generally: each material has a range of inherent length387

scales, and as we change the strain rate or stress state, the failure and fragmentation388

mechanisms may explore these length scales.389

4.2.2. “Structure-Dependent” Fragmentation390

In this section, we investigate Regime II, which we associated with “structure-391

controlled” fragmentation. Regime II fragments are believed to be formed by the coales-392

cence of the axial and transverse cracks (Figures 4 and 5). In what follows, we develop a393

theoretical framework for predicting average fragment sizes in Regime II by modelling394

the buckling of the columnar structures via axial splitting through an expanding ring ap-395

proximation. The numerical simulation of expanding brittle rings has been previously396

used by Zhou et al. [20, 21] to model tensile fragmentation and predict rate-dependent397

average fragment sizes. Analytical expressions have also been developed for average398

fragment sizes derived for tensile loading by Grady [32]. In this section, we compare399
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the average fragment size from Regime II with theoretical predictions by Grady [32]400

and Zhou et al. [20, 21].401

4.2.3. Theoretical Predictions402

The classical model of Grady [32] predicts that the average fragment size would be:403

LGrady =

(48Gc

ρϵ̇2

)1/3
(8)

where404

Gc =
K2

Ic

2ρc2 (9)

where Gc is the fracture energery (J/m2) and KIc is the fracture toughness (Pa
√

m), ρ405

is the material density (kg/m3), c is the elastic wave speed (m/s), and ϵ̇ is the strain406

rate (s−1). Recent models have attempted to account for wave propagation and material407

microstructure (e.g., orientation and lengths of flaws, and their spacing), which have408

been shown to govern the dynamic failure and fragmentation of brittle materials. These409

include the dynamical fragmentation models developed by Zhou et al. [20, 21], inspired410

by the earlier works of Drugan [33] and Shenoy and Kim [34]. Zhou et al. [20, 21]411

(ZMR) incorporated elastic wave propagation and interactions, crack nucleation and412

growth, and varied material properties into their simulations of expanding rings. The413

ZMR average fragment size is predicted as:414

LZMR =
4.5EGc

σ2
t

[
1 + 0.77

(
ϵ̇

cσ3
t /E2Gc

)1/4
+ 5.4

(
ϵ̇

cσ3
t /E2Gc

)3/4]−1

(10)

where σt is the quasi-static tensile strength of the material (Pa) and E is the Young’s415

modulus (Pa). The characteristic time (t0), characteristic fragment size (L0) and char-416
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acteristic strain rates (ϵ̇0) introduced by Zhou et al. [21] can be used to normalize the417

measured and predicted average fragment sizes: t0 =
EGc
σ2

t c , L0 = ct0, and ϵ̇0 = σt
Et0

.418

A number of material parameters are needed to apply to these models. Table 1 shows419

a list of relevant material properties used to compute the characteristic size and strain420

rate terms. The fracture toughness of boron carbide is obtained from the Coorstek PAD421

B4C specification sheet. Lacking specific data, the quasi-static tensile strength, σt, is422

assumed to be 1/10 of the measured quasi-static uniaxial compressive strength. The423

choice of a ratio of 1/10 is motivated by tensile and compressive strengths found in the424

handbook by Charles [35]. The corresponding values of L0 and ϵ̇0 are shown in Table 2.425

We now consider how these models can be compared to our experimental data, focusing426

on Regime II, so that the microstructure length scales do not color the problem.427

4.2.4. Comparison of Regime II Fragments with Theoretical Predictions428

Experimental average sizes for structural fragmentation in Regime II are obtained429

by considering all fragments larger than 100 µm. A comparison of these measured sizes430

with models requires the definition of an equivalent tensile strain rate (ϵ̇equi), since the431

models all assume tension. We define the equivalent tensile strain rate by defining an432

equivalent expanding ring problem with:433

ϵ̇equi =
V
R

(11)

where R (m) is the equivalent expanding ring radius and V (m/s) is the velocity of the434

expansion of the equivalent expanding ring. We can estimate V by assuming that the435

strain energy in compression is converted to the kinetic energy of an expanding ring.436
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The strain energy (W) in compression is given as:437

W =
[1
2

∫
σ′dϵ
]
∇ = 1

2
σt3

E
(12)

where ϵ is the strain, σ′ is the deviotoric stress (Pa), ∇ is the volume (m3) and t is438

the specimen size (here we are assuming a cube). The kinetic energy of an equivalent439

expanding ring is given as:440

KEring =
1
2

mV2
ring =

1
2
ρ(2πr)RtV2

ring = πρR
2tV2

ring (13)

where m is the mass (kg). Equating these energies (W=KE) and solving for Vring, we441

find:442

Vring =

√
σ′2t2

πρR2E
(14)

and correspondingly443

ϵ̇equi =
Vring

R
=

√
σ′2t2

πρR4E
(15)

we assume that R is as 10x the specimen length (R=53 mm). The value of R captures444

the specimen size-dependence of this proposed fragmentation process. Other radii may445

be assumed (e.g., 30x specimen length), but our results are relatively insensitive to this446

change because the applied rate is so low (±3% in size prediction difference for 5x to447

30x), and that the changing the value of R would only shift the curve horizontally to448

the left or the right slightly. It is worth noting here that ϵ̇equi is not equal to the original449

compressive loading rate. A summary of average fragment size (ℓ̄), standard deviation,450

deviotoric stress (σ′) and estimated equivalent strain rates (ϵ̇equi) are shown in Table 3.451

The corresponding normalized experimental average fragment sizes and strain rates452
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are shown in Figure 10, together with the corresponding average fragment size from the453

models. The experimental values are reasonably well captured by the ZMR model [21]454

but are an order of magnitude smaller than the classical model of Grady [32], high-455

lighting the dependence of the larger fragmentation mechanism on energetics and wave456

interactions associated with structural fragmentation. Note that the choice of R has little457

impact on the conclusion. We also note the challenges in obtaining statistically signif-458

icant results over these strain rates, which we believe may suggest two things: 1. the459

complete fragmentation distribution (i.e., Figure 6) may provide a better metric to com-460

pare brittle fragmentation experiments, provided such measurements are complete. 2.461

additional experimental data is needed at much higher rates in order to test the full ap-462

plication of the current theories. Alternatively to testing material at higher rates, other463

types of materials can be used to examine regions to the right of the current data set in464

the normalized size and strain-rate space.465

4.3. Comments on Ballistic Performance466

We now seek to use our current understanding of the effect of microstructure and467

confinement on the fragmentation of boron carbide to provide additional insight into the468

ballistic performance of these materials. We note first that the ballistic performance is a469

system performance measure, rather than a material performance metric. A commonly470

used target system for terminal ballistic tests involves a plate, or tile, impacted by a471

projectile, and here ballistic performance can be quantified in multiple ways:472

1. By using a metric (termed v50) based on the velocity at which the tile being im-473

pacted stops the projectile 50 % of the time. Beyond this velocity, the probability474

of defeating the projectile decreases. Below this velocity, the probability of stop-475

ing the projectile increases.476
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2. By measuring the depth of penetration achieved by the projectile for a given ve-477

locity.478

3. By quantifying, or in most cases qualifying, the post-impact projectile residual479

velocity and damage.480

In a 2014 review of factors affecting ballistic performance, Krell and Strassburger481

[36] investigated the effects of different microstructures, mechanical properties and the482

effect of a plate backing in an attempt to order the importance of these factors to ballis-483

tic performance. In their study, they defined the “microstructure” in terms of grain size,484

considering fine and coarse grained polycrystalline ceramics, and single crystals. In our485

analysis of ballistic performance work we consider different microstructures to be of486

fixed grain size, but as containing different amounts of carbonaceous flaws, each with487

different flaw spacing, size and shape. The mechanical properties of interest in the Krell488

and Strassburger [36] work were hardness, Young’s modulus, and the uniaxial compres-489

sive strength. The ballistic performance metric used in their paper was the depth of490

penetration (DoP), and the conclusion of Krell and Strassburger [36] was that fragmen-491

tation was the single most important mechanism for resisting penetration. Moynihan et492

al. [37] also establish the importance of fragmentation on the perforation resistance of493

boron carbide. We note that much of the fragmentation is confined in such tests.494

Fragmentation, itself, is a low-energy process in that the percentage of input energy495

that is dissipated in the generation of fragments can be very low (<2% [38, 39]). Sim-496

ilar conversion rates have been reported during impact tests [40, 41]. The majority of497

the ballistic impact energy may be dissipated in processes that occur after the onset of498

fragmentation. Studies have shown that > 40 % of the impactor kinetic energy can be499

transferred to the debris during impact into brittle materials [42, 43].500
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The effects of fragmentation on penetration resistance may increase the abrasive501

efficiency and, thus, projectile erosion. The effectiveness of fragments to erode the pro-502

jectile is a function of their size, number and shape. In turn, these fragment statistics503

are a function of (among other things) the backing, material properties (e.g., strength,504

hardness, fracture toughness), grain size and the spacing between critically activated de-505

fects (from this study). In what follows, we examine the consequences of the key results506

summarized by Krell and Strassburger [36] coupled with our current understanding of507

the effects of microstructure and confinement on the failure and fragmentation of ad-508

vanced ceramics. In particular, we use the result that the micro-structure dependence509

of fragmentation (i.e., Regime I) increases for increasing strain-rate and for increased510

confinement. We then use this new insight to explore the results of Sano et al. [24],511

who investigated strength and Knoop hardness effects on the ballistic performance of512

pressureless sintered and hot-pressed boron carbide.513

4.3.1. Fragmentation and Ballistic Performance514

In impact experiments into sapphire tiles, Krell and Strassburger [36] noted that515

smaller fragments correlated with less projectile damage and larger fragment sizes cor-516

related to increased projectile damage. Stated more explicitly: larger fragments (rel-517

atively speaking) correlated well with increased ballistic performance. The average518

fragment sizes measured by Krell and Strassburger [36] were 330 µm (weaker ballis-519

tic performance) and 430 µm (improved ballistic performance), although they did not520

measure the numerous smaller fragments that were recorded in our present study. Nev-521

ertheless, we will assume that the objective is to obtain a larger average fragment size522

through material design in order to increase the ballistic performance. The results from523

our study suggest that an increased fragment size (and therefore by implication an im-524
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proved ballistic performance) can be accomplished by increasing the spacing between525

graphitic disks. We use this insight to explain recent ballistic tests published in Sano et526

al. [24].527

In their study, Sano et al. [24] investigated the ballistic performance of two boron528

carbide materials: hot-pressed pressure-aided densified (PAD) and pressureless sintered529

material (PS). There was a noted inferiority of the PS material in its ballistic perfor-530

mance, including considerably more variability in its penetration resistance over a range531

of normalized impact velocities. Although the goal of their study was to link the bal-532

listic performance of boron carbide tiles with uniaxial compressive strength and Knoop533

hardness measurements, this was not successful. The images in Sano et al. [24] show534

that the PS material has a significantly greater number of carbonaceous flaws in com-535

parison to the PAD material. Using results from our present study, an increased graphite536

defect population would result in smaller fragments for the PS material than the PAD537

material and, thus, an inferior ballistic performance by PS. In this analysis, we do not538

consider boron carbide grain sizes and texture, which also play some role in the ballistic539

performance of the PS and PAD materials.540

4.3.2. Microstructure, Mechanical Properties and Ballistic Performance541

Lastly, we briefly discuss why strength may perhaps not be a strong indicator of bal-542

listic performance, as Krell and Strassburger [36] indicated and Sano et al. [24] pointed543

out, despite this property likely being related to fragmentation (equations (9) and (10)).544

In impact experiments into different types of sapphire tiles, Krell and Strassburger [36]545

note a significant increase in ballistic performance when the average fragment size in-546

creases by 30 % (330 µm to 430 µm). Generally, we consider a domain for which547

the strain rate is sufficiently high enough that microstructure-dependent fragmentation548
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dominates the fragmentation distributions. Let’s also assume that the average fragment549

size (ℓ̄) and mean flaw spacing (ℓ̄n) are equivalent. Thus, a 30 % increase in fragment550

size would require a 30 % increase in mean flaw spacing (ℓ̄n), resulting in an associ-551

ated decrease in flaw density (η: #/m3) of 45 % (since ℓ̄n≈η−1/3). Kimberley et al. [25]552

developed a scaling relationship linking compressive strength and flaw density (i.e.,553

σc∝η−1/4), therefore a 45 % decrease in flaw density would result in a 22 % increase554

in strength. Based on available experimental measurements of uniaxial compressive555

strengths provided in studies by Sano et al. [24, 44], in-test variations can range be-556

tween 8% and 16%. Thus, when the in-test variations are compounded (i.e., 16 % to 32557

%), a 22 % difference in strength cannot show statstical significance. For these reasons,558

both positive and negative correlations of strength (e.g., bending vs compressive, dy-559

namic vs. static) and ballistic performance can be concluded, and these have been noted560

by Krell and Strassburger [36]. All together, determining statistically significant differ-561

ences in strengths between the two sapphire materials in the Krell and Strassburger [36]562

is not achievable with current testing approaches.563

5. Concluding Remarks564

Prediction of ceramic performance is central in developing the next generation of565

brittle armor materials. This may be made possible through the inclusion of realis-566

tic microstructures and failure mechanisms into numerical codes and with quantitative567

comparison with failure and fragmentation mechanisms under well-defined dynamic568

loading conditions. In this study, the effects of the microstructure on the uniaxial and569

bi-axial compressive failure and fragmentation of a hot-pressed boron carbide were in-570

vestigated. We showed that there exists two compressive fragmentation mechanisms571

for these rates and stress states. One mechanism, associated with smaller fragments, is572
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linked with the spacing between a critically activated defect type (in this case graphitic573

disks in boron carbide). The second fragmentation mechanism is associated with the574

failure of the structure rather than just the material.575
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Table 1: Material properties for boron carbide used in the theoretical prediction of average fragment size.
Material ρ E c KIc Gc σt

(kg/m3) (GPa) (
√

E/ρ: km/s) (MPa
√

m) (N/m) (σc/10: GPa)
Boron Carbide 2,490 430 12.7 2.5 7.70 0.285

Table 2: Calculation of the characteristic size and strain rate
Material L0 ϵ̇0

(µm) (s−1)
Boron Carbide 38.5 2.33x105

Table 3: Summary of average Regime II fragment size (ℓ̄) and deviotoric stress (σ′) and estimated equiva-
lent strain rates (ϵ̇equi). QS: quasi-static, Dyn: dynamic, UC: uniaxial compression, BiC: bi-axial confined
compression. The bi-axial confined cases are for a confining pressure of 500 MPa.

Test Case ℓ̄ (µm) σ′ (Pa) ϵ̇equi (s−1)
QS UC 355±217 2.55 67
QS UC 322±207 2.85 60
Dyn UC 278±203 4.10 86
Dyn UC 316±228 3.62 97
QS BiC 335±218 3.03 72
QS BiC 320±194 3.40 81
Dyn BiC 259±211 4.10 97
Dyn BiC 247±191 3.90 92
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Fig. 1: Schematic of Kolsky bar arrangement with inset of the boron carbide sample and bi-axial confine-
ment apparatus.
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Fig. 2: Optical microscope images of the boron carbide microstructure illustrating: (a) the various types
of microstructure defects and inclusions, and (b) converted monochrome image used to determine the
spacing between graphite disks.
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Fig. 7: Optical microscope image of internal features of a boron carbide fragment (take for the dynamic
uniaxial compression tests) showing graphite disks intersecting the fracture surface.
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Fig. 9: Plot of circularity (2(πA)0.5/P) against major axis size for: (a) dynamic uniaxial compression
and (b) dynamic bi-axially confined compression (confining pressure 500 MPa). Different fragmentation
regions are hypothesized.
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